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S U M M A R Y
For various geodetic and geophysical applications, users need to have access to a plate motion
model (PMM) that is consistent with the ITRF2014 frame. This paper describes the approach
used for determining a PMM from the horizontal velocities of a subset of the ITRF2014
sites away from plate boundaries, Glacial Isostatic Adjustment regions and other deforming
zones. In theory it would be necessary to include in the inversion model a translational motion
vector (called in this paper origin rate bias, ORB) that would represent the relative motion
between the ITRF2014 origin (long-term averaged centre of mass of the Earth as sensed
by SLR) and the centre of tectonic plate motion. We show that in practice, the magnitude
of the estimated ORB is strongly dependent on the selection of ITRF2014 sites used for
the PMM adjustment. Its Z-component can in particular range between 0 and more than
1 mm yr−1 depending on the station network used, preventing any geophysical interpretation
of the estimated value. Relying on rigorous statistical criteria, the site selection finally adopted
for the ITRF2014-PMM adjustment leads to a relatively small ORB (0.30 ± 0.18 mm yr−1 in
the Z-component), which is statistically insignificant at the 2-sigma level, but also according
to an F-ratio test. Therefore we opted for an ITRF2014-PMM without estimating the ORB,
which in turn accommodates geodetic applications that require access to the ITRF2014 frame
through pure plate rotation poles.

Key words: Plate motion; Reference systems.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Quantifying plate motion is essential to understanding the mecha-
nism of plate tectonics and its implications for geologic processes
at plate boundaries, including how these processes relate to earth-
quakes and volcanic activity. Space geodesy measurements that
started in the late seventies today can quantify plate movements at
the level of sub-millimetre per year. The International Terrestrial
Reference Frame (ITRF), based on a combination of station posi-
tions and velocities provided by space geodetic techniques (VLBI,
SLR, GNSS and DORIS), permits the determination of precise ab-
solute and relative motions of major tectonic plates. Each time a
new release of the ITRF is published, a corresponding and consis-
tent plate motion model (PMM) is proposed in order to satisfy the
user need for various geodetic and geophysical applications. One
of the practical geodetic applications to be cited here is the fact that
the ITRF is used as the standard in national and continental refer-
ence frame implementation where the rotation pole of a given plate
is often part of their definitions. This is the case, for instance, for
the European Terrestrial Reference System 89 (ETRS89) which is
intimately linked to the International Terrestrial Reference System
by a transformation formula that involves the Eurasian angular ve-

locity (Altamimi & Boucher 2002). Another example is the NA12
reference frame developed by Blewitt et al. (2013) for crustal de-
formation studies in North America, where the authors adjusted an
Euler pole for the North American plate that is statistically not far
from the ITRF2008-PMM estimate (Altamimi et al. 2012). A fur-
ther example is the North America reference frame, NAM08, which
uses the ITRF2008-PMM rotation pole for North America, with the
translational vector (discussed below) set to zero, developed for the
geodetic products generated from Plate Boundary Observatory GPS
data (Herring et al. 2016).

It is worth recalling here that the ITRF frames satisfy, implicitly,
the no-net-rotation (NNR) condition applied to the Earth’s surface,
since ITRF2000 (Altamimi et al. 2002) was initially aligned to the
global PMM NNR-NUVEL-1A (Argus & Gordon 1991; DeMets
et al. 1990; DeMets et al. 1994) which also satisfies that condi-
tion. Note that after ITRF2000, the subsequent ITRF solutions were
successively aligned to each other in orientation and orientation
time evolution. As a consequence, we can show that, in theory, the
ITRF2008-PMM (Altamimi et al. 2012) should be consistent with
the ITRF2014 and therefore there would be no need to estimate
an ITRF2014-PMM. However, as ITRF2014 includes more sites
(especially GNSS sites) than ITRF2008 and five additional years
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of data, we expect now to derive a more robust PMM compared to
ITRF2008-PMM.

Extensive analysis and discussions were published in Altamimi
et al. (2012), regarding in particular comparisons with existing geo-
logical PMMs, such as NNR-NUVEL-1A (Argus & Gordon 1991)
and NNR-MORVEL56 (Argus et al. 2011), derived from MORVEL
(DeMets et al. 2010), and GEODVEL (Argus et al. 2010), that are
not worth repeating here. The main points of this article are the pro-
vision of a robust ITRF2014-PMM, consistent with the ITRF2014
frame, as well as the evaluation of the pertinence of the translational
motion vector that we call here the Origin Rate Bias (ORB).

The inversion models with and without the ORB are
recalled in Section 2, and the main criteria of site selection are
described in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to data analysis, with
detailed discussion of the impact of the network selection effect on
the estimation of the ORB components. The final ITRF2014-PMM
is presented and discussed in Section 5.

2 I N V E R S I O N M O D E L S

The basic equation used to estimate an angular velocity (or rotation
pole), ωp, of a plate p, involves for point i located on the rigid part
of that plate, its velocity, Ẋi , and its position vector Xi:

Ẋi = ωp × Xi (1)

When estimating multiple plate rotation poles together, from a
global velocity field, we can add a translational motion compo-
nent to eq. (1), called here an origin rate bias (ORB), as investigated
by Argus et al. (2010), Kogan & Steblov (2008), and Altamimi et al.
(2012), so that

Ẋi = ωp × Xi + Ṫ (2)

Ideally, if the ITRF2014 selected sites were perfectly and regularly
distributed to sample and discretize all tectonic plates, Ṫ would
represent the translational motion between the ITRF2014 origin
(long-term averaged centre of mass of the Earth as sensed by SLR)
and the geometric centre of tectonic plate motion. The latter corre-
sponds to the residual centre of surface lateral figure (CL) as defined
by Blewitt (2003). However, as will be discussed in this paper, the
value of the estimated ORB strongly depends on the selection of
ITRF2014 sites used for the PMM adjustment.

3 S I T E S E L E C T I O N

We followed similar, but enhanced criteria for the selection of
ITRF2014 sites as for the ITRF2008-PMM (Altamimi et al. 2012)
based on the following conditions: (1) the time-span of observations
per site had to be longer than 3 yr, (2) the sites should not be af-
fected by post-seismic deformations as modelled in the ITRF2014
processing (Altamimi et al. 2016), (3) the sites were to be at least
100 km from the Bird (2003) plate boundaries, outside deforma-
tion areas following the criteria of Argus & Gordon (1996) and the
strain map of Kreemer et al. (2014), and far from Glacial Isostatic
Adjustment (GIA) regions (as defined below), (4) the normalized
post-fit velocity residuals (raw residuals divided by their a priori
uncertainties) had to be smaller than 3, and (5) the raw residuals
had to be less than 1 mm yr−1.

Concerning condition 1, we believe that 3 yr represent the
minimum time-span for the estimation of a reliable station ve-
locity and to mitigate possible biases due to periodic variations
(Blewitt & Lavallée 2002), although annual and semi-annual signals

were originally adjusted during the ITRF2014 processing (Altamimi
et al. 2016).

In order to satisfy condition 3, we excluded sites located in regions
that were covered by ice sheets during the last glacial maximum and
which should theoretically show large GIA induced vertical veloci-
ties. For simplicity, we call these regions ‘GIA regions’. We adopted
the Australian National University (ANU) GIA model of Lambeck
et al. (2014, 2017) to retain sites that have predicted vertical ve-
locities less than 0.75 mm yr−1. This site selection is also glob-
ally consistent with, although slightly more stringent than with the
ICE6G GIA model of Peltier et al. (2015), using the same criteria.
We did not take into account GIA horizontal velocity predictions
in our selection, given the results of our previous study (Altamimi
et al. 2012). However, we performed a few GIA modelling tests
based on the ANU ice history model with various viscosity profiles
in order to evaluate the possible impact of GIA deformations on
horizontal velocities outside the so-called GIA regions. We found
that GIA, depending on modelling parameters, may induce horizon-
tal velocities far from GIA regions at a level up to 3–4 mm yr−1,
in the worst case scenario. Given these results we believe that users
should be aware that ITRF2014-PMM, as all past geodetic PMM,
may be slightly but significantly contaminated by GIA, depending
on site locations. Therefore it would not be optimal to subtract
PMM predictions from a velocity field in order to investigate GIA
deformations. Finally, we did not exclude Antarctica sites from our
selection in order to supply a rotation pole for that plate, and be-
cause our GIA tests showed that the Euler pole could be biased by
GIA effects only marginally.

Condition 4 is the usual and commonly accepted statistical cri-
teria that allows detecting data outliers at 99.7 per cent confidence
limits. Having more sites in ITRF2014 network, compared to past
solutions, condition 5 is adopted in order to derive the most robust
and enhanced PMM, compared to the ITRF2008-PMM.

4 DATA A NA LY S I S

When selecting a subset of sites from the global ITRF2014 SINEX
file, together with their associated full variance covariance terms,
the reference frame effect (Sillard & Boucher 2001) is altered by the
change of the network and has to be re-specified using the so-called
inner constraints. The latter have the algebraic property to precisely
specify the reference frame effect within the variance covariance
matrix, without changing the estimates (positions and velocities) of
the solution. Therefore we applied this type of inner constraints to
the variance covariance matrix each time we changed the network
of the selected sites, using the appropriate eq. (A15) of Altamimi
et al. (2002).

Applying the inversion model of eq. (2), and an iterative pro-
cess, we found in total 318 sites located on 11 plates (versus 206
sites and 14 plates for ITRF2008-PMM) that satisfy all five selec-
tion criteria described in the previous section. We discarded the
Amurian, Sunda and Caribbean plates for their significant seis-
mic and post-seismic activities, but also for their small number of
available geodetic sites. Using the velocity field of the 318 sites
with the corresponding inner-constrained variance covariance ma-
trix, we found the following components of the ORB: 0.19(±0.17),
0.20(±0.19), 0.85(±0.18), for ṪX , ṪY , ṪZ mm yr−1, respectively.

We then performed several inversion tests in order to evalu-
ate and quantify the impact of the network effect of the selected
velocity field on the estimated parameters. During this process,
we came across a particular case where the Z-translation rate
(ṪZ ) decreased by 43 per cent, namely it dropped from 0.85 to
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Figure 1. Histograms of the ORB components obtained from 1000 randomly selected velocity fields, with (left) and without (right) ARTU and KERG.

0.48(±0.20) mm yr−1, while (ṪY ) vanished to zero, if just two sites
(ARTU - Arti Geophysical Observatory, Russia, and KERG - Ker-
guelen Island) are rejected from the ensemble of 318 sites; ṪX is
only marginally affected. We believe that this result is a convincing
and telling example of the significant impact of the network effect
on the estimated parameters, and in particular ṪZ . We think that
this strong dependency of the estimated ORB on the selected net-
work prevents any geophysical interpretation of its estimated value.
To illustrate this further, we selected 1000 random subnetworks,
each of which contains randomly between 150 and 318 sites (or
316 sites when ARTU and KERG are discarded). Fig. 1 illustrates
the histograms of the three ORB components obtained from the
corresponding 1000 velocity fields with (left) and without (right)
ARTU and KERG. We can see from that figure the scatter of the
resulting ORB components, especially ṪY and ṪZ , but also the shifts
of these two components (unlike ṪX ) when ARTU and KERG are
not considered. These results show that (1) ṪX is only slightly af-
fected by the network selection, with an approximate value around
0.20 mm yr−1, (2) ṪY and ṪZ are volatile and are heavily impacted by
the network effect, which prevents any geophysical interpretation of
their values, and (3) the velocities of two points (ARTU and KERG)
are enough to drag ṪY and ṪZ considerably, which likely reflects an
inconsistency of their velocities with the rest of their respective
plate velocity fields. These findings led us to adopt an additional
site selection criterion for the final ITRF2014-PMM adjustment, so
as to keep only sites showing good statistical agreement with their
respective plate velocity fields.

To that end, we performed successive global inversions estimating
individual rotation poles of all plates together, using the model of eq.
(1), and iteratively rejected sites where the normalized residual of
any of the two horizontal components exceeded 3.0, and ended up by
rejecting 21 sites where the two particular sites (ARTU and KERG,
see their locations in Fig. 2) were part of the rejected sites. We then
applied the model of eq. (2) to the remaining filtered network of
297 sites and found the following ORB components: 0.20(±0.15),
0.00(±0.18), 0.30(±0.18) mm yr−1, for ṪX , ṪY , ṪZ , respectively.

Fig. 2 displays the site residuals of the full set of the selected 318
sites (top panel) and the filtered network after rejecting 21 sites (bot-
tom panel). Inspecting that figure, one can easily see that the residu-
als of both models show similar features and magnitudes, suggesting
that the large Z-component (and to some extent the Y-component)
of the ORB found when using the 318 sites are artificially inflated
by the 21 sites (and especially by ARTU and KERG) whose veloc-
ities are likely impacted by some local phenomena.

We then adopted the remaining 297 sites as our final network of
velocity field for the determination of the ITRF2014-PMM where
57 per cent of them are located in the Eurasian (97 sites) and North
American (72 sites) plates. Note that the locations of the rejected
21 sites do not significantly modify the overall site distribution over
the involved plates (compare top and bottom panels of Fig. 2).

5 I T R F 2 0 1 4 P L AT E M O T I O N M O D E L

In order to select the final ITRF2014-PMM, that is, with or without
the ORB, we based our judgement on sound statistical considera-
tions. We consider that from the pure statistical point of view, the es-
timated ORB components [0.20(±0.15), 0.00(±0.18), 0.30(±0.18)
mm yr−1 for ṪX , ṪY , ṪZ , respectively] are not significantly far from
zero at the 2-sigma level. We further computed an F-ratio test using
(Nocquet et al. 2001)

F = [χ 2(p1) − χ 2(p2)]/(p1 − p2)

χ 2(p2)/p2
(3)

where χ 2 is the square sum of the normalized residuals (that is min-
imized by the least squares adjustment), p1 = 561 and p2 = 558 are
the degrees of freedom (number of observations minus the number
of unknowns) without and with the ORB, respectively.

Computing the F quantity using eq. (3), we found 1.368, while
the expected value of F(p1 − p2, p2) Fisher-Snedecor’s distribution
is 2.621, for a risk level corresponding to 95 per cent confidence
level. The F-ratio test indicates clearly that the estimated ORB is not
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Figure 2. Post-fit residuals of the full set of 318 sites (top) and the filtered network of 297 sites (bottom), using the inversion model of eq. (2). Plate boundaries
from Bird (2003) are shown in orange, and the four additional MORVEL plates (DeMets et al. 2010) are in red. Green squares in the top panel indicate the
locations of the 21 rejected sites.

significant, and we therefore opted for a model without ORB. This
model has also the advantage to accommodate geodetic practical
applications in accessing the ITRF2014, especially for the imple-
mentation of national and continental reference frames where the
rotation pole of a given plate is part of their definition. It is also
worth noting that applying a PMM with an ORB different from
zero leads to an undesirable and unjustified change of the vertical
velocities.

Table 1 lists the ITRF2014 absolute rotation poles of the eleven
plates, together with the WRMS values of the adjustment residuals
for each one of the 11 plates, as well as the overall WRMS of
the ITRF2014-PMM adjustment residuals which is at the level of
0.3 mm yr−1. Fig. 3 illustrates the corresponding site residuals,
which are in average at the same level of magnitude of 0.3 mm yr−1.
The listed rotation poles are defined relative to an NNR frame
that has been propagated through the successive ITRF solutions
(Altamimi et al. 2002, 2003, 2012).

We provide in the Supporting Information the following tables:

(i) Table S1: ITRF2014-PMM rotation pole Cartesian compo-
nents in a computer readable file.

(ii) Table S2: list of the 297 selected sites and their horizontal
velocities, together with one-sigma formal errors and their post-fit
residuals.

(iii) Table S3: list of the 21 rejected sites and their horizontal
velocities, together with their one-sigma formal errors and post-fit
residuals as determined via the iterative inversion process where
the normalized residual of any of the two horizontal components
exceeded 3.0.

6 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H I T R F 2 0 0 8 - P M M
A N D G E O L O G I C A L M O D E L S

In order to evaluate the level of agreement between ITRF2014-
PMM and ITRF2008-PMM, we computed the differences between
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Figure 3. Post-fit site residuals of ITRF2014-PMM estimation, using the inversion model of eq. (1).

Table 1. Absolute plate rotation poles defining ITRF2014-PMM.

WRMS
Plate NSa ωx ωy ωz ω E N

(mas yr−1) (◦ Ma−1) (mm yr−1)

ANTA 7 − 0.248 − 0.324 0.675 0.219 0.20 0.16
± 0.004 0.004 0.008 0.002
ARAB 5 1.154 − 0.136 1.444 0.515 0.36 0.43
± 0.020 0.022 0.014 0.006
AUST 36 1.510 1.182 1.215 0.631 0.24 0.20
± 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.001
EURA 97 − 0.085 − 0.531 0.770 0.261 0.23 0.19
± 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.001
INDI 3 1.154 − 0.005 1.454 0.516 0.21 0.21
± 0.027 0.117 0.035 0.012
NAZC 2 − 0.333 − 1.544 1.623 0.629 0.13 0.19
± 0.006 0.015 0.007 0.002
NOAM 72 0.024 − 0.694 − 0.063 0.194 0.23 0.28
± 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.001
NUBI 24 0.099 − 0.614 0.733 0.267 0.28 0.36
± 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.001
PCFC 18 − 0.409 1.047 − 2.169 0.679 0.36 0.31
± 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.001
SOAM 30 − 0.270 − 0.301 − 0.140 0.119 0.34 0.35
± 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.001
SOMA 3 − 0.121 − 0.794 0.884 0.332 0.32 0.30
± 0.035 0.034 0.008 0.008
ITRF2014-PMM overall fit 0.26 0.26
a Number of sites.

the predicted velocities by the two models for the selected 297
sites plotted in Fig. 4. Note that the ITRF2008-PMM predicted
velocities used here take into account its associated ORB whose
magnitude is of the order of 0.4 mm yr−1. As it can be seen from
that figure, the largest differences are noted for plates ARAB, INDI
and SOMA, each having a small number of sites. We discern also
small changes for NOAM and SOAM that are reasonably within
the overall uncertainty of 0.3 mm yr−1. The high level of agree-
ment between ITRF2014-PMM and ITRF2008-PMM is an indica-
tion of the overall stability of the orientation time evolution of the

ITRF solutions and their successive alignments, at the level of (or
better than) 0.3 mm yr−1. This level of consistency is much higher
than the consistency between available NNR geological models:
NNR-NUVEL-1A (Argus & Gordon 1991) and NNR-MORVEL56
(Argus et al. 2011), as discussed by Altamimi et al. (2012).

7 C O N C LU S I O N S

Following strict criteria of site selection, satisfying the notion
of rigid-plate motion hypothesis, at the level of (or better than)
0.3 mm yr−1 WRMS in average, we estimated a PMM for 11 ma-
jor plates fully consistent with the ITRF2014. We demonstrated,
through data analysis of multiple sub-networks of ITRF2014 ve-
locity field that the ORB is strongly dictated by the selection
of ITRF2014 sites used in the adjustment and varies, along its
most-sensitive component, the Z-axis, between zero and more than
1 mm yr−1. It is consequently hazardous to attribute any geophys-
ical meaning to the estimated ORB, although one would expect a
non-zero translational rate between the ITRF2014 origin and the
origin of tectonic plate motions (i.e. the residual centre of surface
lateral figure (Blewitt 2003)).

Based on several geophysical and statistical criteria, the
ITRF2014-PMM was adjusted to the velocity field of a network
of 297 ITRF2014 sites and comprises rotation poles for eleven
plates intended for geophysical and operational geodetic applica-
tions. Using the same filtered network of 297 sites, we found in
particular that the estimated ORB is statistically not far from zero at
the 2-sigma level, but also according to the F-ratio test we applied
to the results of both adjustments, with and without the ORB.

The selected velocity field of 297 sites, and consequently the
corresponding ITRF2014-PMM may be slightly but significantly
contaminated by GIA, depending on site locations. Therefore it
would not be optimal to subtract PMM predictions from a velocity
field in order to investigate GIA deformations. As we previously and
extensively investigated the GIA impact on PMMs in Altamimi et al.
(2012), we did not repeat this study here, although we conducted
some tests by subtracting GIA predictions of different models before
the inversions that led to the same results and conclusions as in
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Figure 4. Differences of predicted velocities between ITRF2014-PMM and ITRF2008-PMM.

Altamimi et al. (2012). In short, none of the currently existing GIA
models would improve the PMM fit (i.e. decreasing the residuals and
WRMS) if site velocities were corrected by GIA model predictions.
It is also worth mentioning that the current ice melting might have a
significant secular signal that needs to be addressed in future work.
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